What is
LEINN?
LEINN is an official, international, 4-year university
degree in Entrepreneurship, Leadership and Innovation, certified by the University of Mondragon and
recognized by the Ministry of Education. Our methodology was born in Finland over 25 years ago and is centred around learning by doing in teams, whilst travelling
the world.

Lead/

In LEINN you are put into a team and create your
own company from the moment you start. This is
where we break down the barriers between the academic world and the real world. During your 4 years in
LEINN, you will have to develop real projects,
manage real clients and earn real money.
LEINN is a learning-by-doing machine, especially
through making mistakes. At LEINN, not being proactive is penalised and making mistakes is encouraged.
Surprising, isn't it?
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What does LEINN
prepare for you?
Create and manage projects in
all types of sectors and environments

Lead teams and team members

Create a social impact

Develop a global vision of the world

Adapt to changing environments

Use emerging technology in projects

Is this you?
If you are of any age between 17 and 25, hungry for
success, nonconformist and a dreamer, this is your
degree. We are looking for diverse profiles ready
to take on the real world in a team.
These four years will be what you make of them. We
give you the opportunity for you to live out your
dreams, explore your talents, discover your limits and
make your ideas come to life.

Learning
journeys/

Hands on/
Berlín/
Helsinki/
New York/
San Francisco/
India/
China/
Costa Rica/
Seoul/

What happens
after LEINN?
A job placement
rate of

97 %

34 % 63 %
of students
set up their own
company

of students work
for renowned
companies

Do you dare?
CASTING ON

To become a LEINNer you have to go through our casting
process. It is open during the entire academic year and has
two phases:
1/ Vídeo: we want to know who you are, what you do and
why you want to apply for LEINN. We would like you to
explain it all to us in a 3-minute video (maximum) in
which you appear, as well as two more people of your
choice supporting your candidacy. Please send it to us at:
admisionesmad@teamlabs.es (Campus MAD),
admisionesbcn@teamlabs.es (Campus BCN) or
admisionesmlg@teamlabs.es (Campus Málaga), depending on where you want to do your degree.
2/ Casting: we are waiting for you at TEAMLABS! Once
we receive your video, we will invite you to a face-to-face
casting. You will experience the LEINN methodology
from get go, you will participate in different activities (and
don’t worry, it is not an exam) and you will be…

It´s your time/

3, 2, 1... Take off!

How much does
it cost?
LEINN costs 11,440 euros per academic year*.
The cost of the degree includes the cost of
travel tickets for all years and covers the cost for
the trip in the first year. The costs for accommodation for the second and third year trips are
covered by your own company.
*There are no additional costs

Fuck Fear/

Scholarships and
grants
Since it is an official degree, you can apply for
official scholarships from the Ministry of
Education.
In addition, at TEAMLABS we have a scholarship programme that can cover up to 50% of the
cost of the course depending on your family's
economic situation.

Who are
we?
The LEINN degree program in Barcelona,
Madrid and Malaga is developed in
TEAMLABS, a learning laboratory that is revolutionizing education with an innovative methodology that merges the academic and professional world through team entrepreneurship and
learning by doing.
Its allies are:
Mondragon Unibertsitatea, a non-profit cooperative university belonging to the Mondragon
Corporation, the largest cooperative group in
the world. The university recently got featured in
Fortune magazine's "Change the World" list as
one of the most ethical and socially committed
companies in the world.
Sngular, a community with over 1000 experts
in advanced technologies, working in artificial
intelligence, blockchain, virtual reality… The
company has 17 offices and operates in seven
countries, from Spain to the USA.

Community/

Study
Plan
First year

Second Year

Creating and organizing a company I

6 BT

Finance for entrepreneurs I

6 BT

Emerging technologies I

6 BT

Management and development of a
company: Tools for financial management, 12 BT
legal and digital management I
Leadership, self-management and
individual growth I
Customer management, marketing and
sales I
Team building and community
development I
International Learning Journeys to
Innovative and Entrepreneurial
Ecosystems I

BT: Basic Training
C: Compulsory
E: Elective
FDP: Final Degree Project

10 C

5 C

10 C

Creating and organizing
a company II

6 BT

Finance for
entrepreneurs II

6 BT

Emerging technologies II

6 BT

Management and development of a
company: Tools for financial
management, legal and digital
management II

12 BT

Customer management,
marketing and sales II

5 C

Leadership, self-management and
individual growth II

5 C

Team building and community
development II

5 C

International Learning Journeys to
Innovative and Entrepreneurial
Ecosystems II

5 C

5 C

Design thinking and business model
generation I

5 C

Strategy and Open Innovation I

5 C

Third Year
Leadership, self-management and
individual growth III
Team building and community
development III
International Learning Journeys to
Innovative and Entrepreneurial
Ecosystems III

5 C

Elective: English

5 E

5 C

Elective: Chinese

5 E

Elective: Third language

5 E

15 BT

Design thinking and business model
generation II

5 BT

Strategy and Open Innovation II

5 C

Exponential technologies and
their role in businesses and industries:
Artificial Intelligence, BlockChain and
Digital Manufacturing I
Elective: Start Up Impact Program

Fourth Year

15 BT

5 E

Incubation and intrapreneurship:
access to investment and financing

Final Degree Project

20 C

30 FDP

Exponential technologies and
their role in businesses and industries: 10 C
Artificial Intelligence, BlockChain and
Digital Manufacturing II
BT: Basic Training
C: Compulsory
E: Elective
FDP: Final Degree Project

LEINN Barcelona

LEINN Madrid

Carrer de Pallars, 73,
Barcelona

Calle Duque de Alba, 15, 1ª planta,
Madrid

admisionesbcn@teamlabs.es
+34 644 55 80 19

admisionesmad@teamlabs.es
+34 644 55 80 19

LEINN Málaga

admisionesmlg@teamlabs.es
+34 644 55 80 19

gradoleinn.com

